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consider  N  as  a  continuous  variable  and  seek  N*  so  that 
aF,/aN =  0. The result is 
1- Mp 
1-2 
(N*-  M)  exp( N*lns) = - 
or,  because  p <  1/M  and  s  < 1,  N* > M +(1-  Mp)/(l-  s2) 
which implies  N* > M + 1. Although these channels are simple, 
they constitute a useful model for comparison with the channels 
studied in the text, which are perhaps of greater practical interest. 
The special case of  N* = M  and p = r  should be mentioned. 
The  Gram  matrix  for  this  channel  is  given by  (B.4)  and  the 
solution to the quantum detection problem is known [17]. The 
matrix elements qJ = (a,IpJ)  are given by 
r,, =  p =  q + fi 
4iqiCiJ-G 
‘,,=4=  M  (C.5) 
where  g = (a,la,)  = exp( -  p’)  for all  i, j. We easily obtain for 
the cutoff rate 
M  FdM)  =In 
1  +  2( M -  1)pq. 
Following the method established in Appendix I and based on 
the inversion of  the matrix G  as defined by (B.4), with a = g, we 
arrive at 
M 
&(”)  =In 
1  + (  M -  1)  g. 
Note  that  (C.7)  is  also  the  result  given  by  (C.6) for  g-+ 0. 
Analysis of  (C.6) is most useful. In particular we  can prove for 
p <  p, with po = ln2M/2,  that 
&(’’ > @3’  > &(4’,  (C.8) 
which is similar to the result given in [15, p. 3181. 
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Holographic Dispersal and Recovery of Information 
F. P. PREPARATA, FELLOW IEEE 
Abstract -A  simple scheme for dispersal-recovery of  digital information 
In a recent paper [l]  Rabin proposes an attractive information 
dispersal scheme that is applicable, for example, to fault-tolerant 
transmission of  information in networks and secure data storage. 
Rabin’s  method  recodes a file  F  of  L  characters  into  n  files 
Fl,  F2,.  . .  ,  e,,  each consisting of  L/rn characters (m  < n),  so that 
the original file F can be reconstructed using only rn of  the files 
F,,F,; . ., 4,.  The scheme is based on an  n x rn  matrix  A  with 
the property  that any  rn  of  its rows form a nonsingular matrix; 
the  reconstruction,  for  large  files,  costs  O(rn) operations  per 
character. Typically,  n and  rn  are comparable in  size, so that 
k  n -  m, called  the  “redundancy,”  is  of  a  lower  order  of 
magnitude.  In this correspondence we present a different imple- 
mentation of  Rabin’s scheme,  whose recovery cost is O(1og m + k) 
operations per character assuming rn = e(  n); for example, when 
based on the discrete Fourier transform is discussed. 
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k = @(log  n)  this cost drops from O( m)  to O(1og m)  per charac- 
ter. Since our implementation is based on the Fourier transform, 
it is appropriate to name it “holographic.” 
Let  n and m be two given integers (n  > m). The integer  n is 
chosen highly composite, typically a power of  2. It is known [2] 
A Simple Window Random Access Algorithm with 
Advantageous Properties 
MICHAEL PATERAKIS,  MEMBER, IEEE, AND 
P. PAPANTONI-KAZAKOS,  SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE 
that  there  exists  a  prime  p  of  the  form  p = cn +1 which  is 
representable with s = @(log  n) bits. Then  2Tp, the field of  inte- 
gers modulo p,  contains a primitive root of  unity  w  of  order  n 
and  supports  an  O(n1ogn)-step  fast  Fourier  transform  on  n 
points. Without loss of generality, we may assume that F consists 
of  m  characters  of  (s -  1) bits  each  (each character  being  an 
element of  Zp),  since the same process is applicable to each of 
the  m(s -  1)-bit blocks into which the original file can be seg- 
mented.  We  shall  encode  F  into  n  elements  of  2Tp  in  the 
following manner. Let V be the n X n Fourier matrix correspond- 
ing to primitive root w,  i.e., (  V),J  =  w’J and (V-’),] =  w’(”-J)n-’, 
Osi,j<n. Let  F={f,;..,f,},  fiE2Tp, and  let  f= 
(0,.  . .  ,0, fl,  f2;  . .  ,  fH,)  be  an  n-component  vector.  The  vector 
g  = (g,,g,,. . .,  g,,) defined by 
gT =  VfT 
is the discrete Fourier transform of  f and gives the n-character 
encoding of  file F. We now show how to reconstruct { fl,. . .  ,  f,  } 
from  an  arbitrary  m-term  subsequence  (  g,,,g,,;  . ., g,,)  of 
(Sl,. .  .? s,,). 
We  define  JA{j1;..,  j,}= (l,~~~,n}-{il,~~~,i,}.  We 
also let  decote the k x n  matrix consisting of  the first k  rows 
of  V-’  and V, the k X k  matrix consisting of  the columns of  V 
corresponding to index set J. Then, from the definition of  f we 
obtain 
Vg‘=  (0;. .,o)T 
and consequently the unknown (  g,l,. . .,  gJk)  are obtained from 
where the terms c1;  . .,  c,  are computable with 2km operations 
in  Sp from  V  and  the  known  quantities  (g,,; . .,  g,,).  We 
now  observe  that  fi  is proportional  (by  the  factor  n-’)  to  a 
Vandermonde matrix for any choice o,f J  and is therefore invert- 
ible in time  O(kz)  [3,  p. 1221. Once 6;’  is available, the values 
of  the unknowns gJI; . .,  gJh are computed with 2k2 operations 
in Zp and the vector g is fully reconstructed; vector  f is then 
obtained  as the inverse Fourier transform of  g with O(  n  log n) 
operations in  2Tp. Combining the above observations and using 
the facts that  k <<  m and m -  n,  we use O(  k +log m)  operations 
in Zp to recover each character (itself an element of  2Tp) of  the 
original file F. 
Remark: From a coding theorist’s viewpoint, the above disper- 
sal-recovery scheme is  a  k-erasure correcting code of  length  n 
over 2Tp. As an erasure-correcting code, in the very special case 
where  p -  1  =  n =  2”, it has  efficiency comparable to  that  of  a 
Reed-Solomon  code of  length (n  -  1) over GF(2”) (see, e.g., [4, 
sec. 8.61). 
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Abstract -A  simple full feedback sensing window random access algo- 
rithm is proposed and  analyzed. The  throughput of  the algorithm is 0.429; 
its delay and resistance to feedback channel  errors are better than  those 
induced by  the  Capetanakis’s window  algorithm.  In  addition,  the  simple 
operations of  the algorithm allow for the  analytical evaluation of the output 
traffic interdeparture distribution. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
In systems where independent users transmit through a single 
common channel, the deployment of  random access transmission 
algorithms is frequently desirable for three reasons. 1) They are 
implemented independently by each user, without a priori coordi- 
nation among the users. 2) They are insensitive to changing user 
population.  3) They induce low delays for low input rates when 
the user traffic is bursty. 
We propose and analyze a full feedback sensing window ran- 
dom  access  algorithm.  The  algorithm  was  first  proposed  for 
systems with strict  delay limitations  [3] and  requires that  each 
user know  the overall feedback history (full feedback sensing). 
The proposed  algorithm has the following interesting properties. 
1) It can be easily modified to operate under limited feedback 
sensing, where each user follows the feedback history from the 
time s/he  generates a message to the time when this message is 
successfully  transmitted.  2) When  the  Poisson  user  model  is 
adopted,  the  algorithm  attains  the  same  throughput  as  that 
attained by Capetanakis’s dynamic algorithm [l], while it induces 
lower delays for arrival rates above 0.30, and better resistance to 
feedback  channel errors.  3) The simple operations of  the algo- 
rithm  allow  analytical evaluation when  strict  delay limitations 
exist [3].  Its simplicity, together with its regenerative properties, 
provide  the  means  for  the  analytical evaluation of  the output 
traffic interdeparture distribution induced by the algorithm. The 
analysis  of  the  latter  distribution  is  important  when  several 
systems that use some random access algorithm (RAA) for inter- 
nal  transmissions interact; the corresponding distribution is far 
more  difficult  to  obtain  when  either  Capetanakis’s  [l]  or 
Gallager’s [2]  algorithm is deployed. 4) Compared to Gallager’s 
algorithm [2],  the proposed algorithm operates and can be ana- 
lyzed in systems where the Poisson user model is not valid (e.g., 
when  more  than  one packet can be  generated at  a given  time 
instant).  The feasibility of  the analysis depends on the specific 
arrival statistics. 
In Section I1 the system model is presented, and the algorithm 
is described. In Section I11 throughput and delay analysis for the 
Poisson user model is presented. In Section IV the performance 
of  the algorithm in the presence of  feedback channel errors and 
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